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23 OCTOBER 2023



Dear Valued Clients,

We would like to notify you of PEZA's latest development through Memorandum 
Order 2023-013, issued on October 19, 2023, and duly received today, October 
22, 2023. This directive entrusts authority for the importation, supply, storage, 
and transactions involving resins to Ecozone Logistics Service Enterprises 
(ELSE) and Ecozone Facilities Enterprises. The salient points to acquaint you 
with are as follows:

 Effective November 16, 2023, the inclusion of resins in goods transfers 
between PEZA-registered enterprises is obligatory.

 The issuance of the mother LOA at PEZA Headquarters is no longer 
applicable, as it is now managed at the Zone Level.

 The eLOA in PEZA eZTS will serve as the approval for resin importation 
and must be filed before goods arrive at the port of discharge.

 For the transfer of resin to PEZA Registered Enterprises, the same 
eLOA will be used; there is no need for separate LOAs. However, a 
distinct GTSB is required for port-to-zone transfers.

 The eLOA specifically covers resins and no other items.

 ELSE has the flexibility to file a separate eLOA for resins or include them 
with other items, provided their application is supported by eNomination, 
and the resin is categorized as "REGULATED."

 When submitting eCERTIFICATION/eNOMINATION, please select the 
RESIN category for resin goods.

For more comprehensive details, kindly refer to the attached memorandum.

We sincerely value your continued support and, for any queries or assistance, 
please do not hesitate to reach out. We remain dedicated to providing the highest 
level of service during this transition.

We express our gratitude for your continued patronage.



Questions? Contact us!

E-mail us at [support@ekonek.com]support@ekonek.com

Message our Production Support Team:

Message our Live Chat Support on www.ekonek.com from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
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